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A Psychoanalysis of My Nancy Pelosi
Themed Night Terrors
This was the 24th consecutive night I have been jolted
awake screaming, cowering
in my bed, guarding my face
expecting to see her bob-haircut
and floral scarf blowing in the
cold wind gusting through my
window. In the moments before
I awake, I am trembling. She
clasps my shoulders with her old,
COVID-susceptible ladyfingers
and whispers, “I’ll make you a
bitch like Mitch.” As she utters
these words, my hand begins
to turn gray, my neck droops
and pinches to form a crevice,
and I develop an eerie desire to
be bound and gagged by Rudy
Giuliani.

nonsense big city lights in New
York.
I might be losing my
mind like a snowflake dem, but
is crazy Nancy trying to siphon
power away from dreamy Mitch
McConnell? Is this why he looks
like an even more antisemitic
Dumbledore with his hand and
that she would cause me to wither away like Mitch, how is she
doing this? Is she tapping into
every American man’s deepest,
yet most terrifying desire: complete and total submission? Has
she lured Mitch to her libshart
sex dungeon in the catacombs of

the Capitol building?
This is what these
twisted dreams have been
trying to tell me all along!
Neuterin’ Nancy is literally
whipping our American heroes into submission! Now it's
McConnell, but she’ll move
up the ranks to engulf cabinet
members like Betsy DeVos
or even Emperor Trump
himself. I need to stop this
radical commie from ending
American traditions like voter
suppression.
And they say a Psych degree won’t get you anywhere.

I am beginning to think
it results from some repressed
desire to be emasculated. Is it
because of the internalized oppression of my forced circumcision? I’m a red-blooded American, but I am nothing without
my favorite hoodie. This seems
like a plausible explanation as to
why I would want one of our nation’s juiciest hunks, America’s
mayor, to step on me. It’s totally
not because I’ve had a celebrity
crush on Rudy since I was but
a budding centrist in my small
hometown, dreaming of the no-

BREAKING: CHANCELLOR MARTIN
STARTS AN ONLYFANS
NOVEMBER 2020–

Big Daddies: Go for
Lunch!
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Desperate times call for desperate measures. As
full-time enrollment has dwindled this semester due
to the rise of the COVID-19 virus, the University has
encountered a large loss of revenue. In an attempt
to combat this budget deficit, Chancellor Martin has

DUC Pirate Lady dies of
scurvy, ARGH!
p. B-flat

turned to one of the internet's fastest growing
self-employment opportunities: OnlyFans.
For only four dollars a month, students
can not only support WashU through these
trying financial times, but also see exclusive,
naughty footage of the chancellor himself
doing such scandalous activities as pissing on
the bunny, sitting in the DUC without food,
or even taking a peek at the physics answers
on Chegg.
"Honestly, I feel like the whole 'I'm starting an OnlyFans’ thing is overdone," says
sophomore Jordan Neeley. "Did I subscribe?
I mean of course, but I still think OnlyFans
is just low-hanging fruit. Like, we get it, it's
porn, it's funny. Whatever."

Tooth Fairy Caught on
Tape Saying “Open Your
Mouth, Let’s Do This
Shit”

Some students are criticizing Martin's
choice of content on the platform, feeling
particularly misled by the connotations of his
account, as well as OnlyFans’ reputation as
a pay-for-porn site. Em Powers is one such
student.
"I did not scrounge up four dollars to see
Chancellor Martin sloppily use the internet,
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Powers said. “I did it to see him throw some
ass."
When asked for a comment, Chancellor
Martin sent a jpeg of himself in a catgirl costume to my personal email account.
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WashU Rolls Out Groundbreaking Foreskin
Skin Grafts
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CLEARLY, RICHARD JOHNSON IS DOING THE LORD'S WORK.
ST. LOUIS, MO.–

In a groundbreaking new
experiment, WashU researchers
have found a unique use for circumcised foreskin as skin grafts
for burn victims. Lead researcher
and BME postdoc Richard Johnson
remembers: “A male student approached me in tears, because he
didn’t know what had happened
to his foreskin. Then I felt inspired.
How could I use foreskin to help
people?”
He noticed that Michael, one
of his favorite burn victims, was in
desperate need of more skin for a
graft. But they were running out of
source areas on his body, so it was
time to innovate. Thus was born
the Michael Method, which freezes

removed foreskin to be used for
potential future grafts.
With the help of a grant from
the St. Louis Rabbinical College,
Johnson has begun conducting
experimental trials on WashU
students. After his team marketed
the experiment as free circumcisions for lucky students, a large
proportion of the engineering
school signed up. So far, his team
has collected over 200 foreskins, a
remarkable harvest. They plan to
use the now vacant Rudolph Hall
as the site of the controlled fires to
which the experimental subjects
will be exposed.
“Foreskin is the way of the
future!” Johnson cheers, beaming
with pride. “With the rise in wildfires we are seeing, uncircumcised

adult men would be wise to ask
their doctor or rabbi to freeze it. It
might save their lives.” Johnson’s
research reveals that The Michael
Method has the potential to save up
to 6 lives each year. The other 194
subjects will be commemorated in
a service held this Wednesday at
noon on Mudd Field.

Excessive Time with ResLife Carpeting has
Unforeseen Psychological Consequences
ST. LOUIS, MO.–

With students spending more
time in their rooms than ever
because of COVID restrictions,
rumors of a possible new epidemic,
one of bizarre behavior, have been
raising alarm across campus. One
sophomore living in Gregg House,
known for its particularly offensive
carpet pattern, relayed his observations of a case of the new and mystifying disease, though we cannot
independently confirm his account,
in compliance with HIPAA. “He’d
been sitting in the common room
for a few hours, then, all of a sudden, he got really quiet. Before I
knew it, he was shaking and trying
to dig at the carpet. He was almost,
like, foaming at the mouth.”
Accounts of similar disturbing
occurrences have swept campus
over the past week, causing mass
concern. With frustrations rising,
many students turned a critical eye to the selection of carpet
patterns. “Listen, I appreciate its
stain-hiding abilities as much as
the next guy,” said freshman Justin
Liu, “but come on—there’s only so
much WashU can expect us to take,
aesthetically speaking.”
Attempts to communicate the
problem to school administration
proved unsuccessful at first. However, it was soon discovered that
those attempts had in fact been

foiled when the student mentioned
the similarity of this phenomenon
to that depicted in the Charlotte
Perkins Gilman story “The Yellow
Wallpaper,” at which point reports
indicate that the administrator
would respond, “Oh yeah, I think I
read that in high school,” effectively derailing the conversation.
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What cute nickname are the BD workers going to call you?
The next Buzzfeed quiz you can take instead of paying attention to your zoom lectures!
Start here:

Are you a vegetarian?
no

Are you being a
weirdo and buying a milk chug?

yes

well you should
be. Try Again

yes

no

Are you holding a
girthy cucumber?

yes

no

Is it because you
miss the motherly
comforts of milk?
Honey

Are you struggling
to get your card
out of your phone
wallet?

yes

yes
no

no

Are you Lonely?

Boo

Is it because you’re
very obviously high?
Are you obviously
jewish and getting
pork?

yes

yes

no

yes

no

no

Sugar
Sweetheart
Baby
Are they judging
you for it?

Well you’re a
lucky bastard,
aren’t you?

Obviously
yes

Oy Vey,
Punim

Twiggy Kinz

Are you skinny and
not getting a protein meal?

Obviously

Are they judging
you for it?

no

Lovey Dovey

Caught Wet Handed! Student Found Drinking COVID Tests
Students present at the
dramatic scene on Monday
morning had few words
to describe the events that
transpired. “Incredible,”
said one. “A shocking display of raw determination,”
said another. Word spread
quickly after sophomore
Ricky Lindenmeyer was
caught drinking vials from
the testing tent spit cooler
during Monday’s 9:30AM
time slot.
“It was like he had practiced
for it,” said one testing
coordinator. “By the time
we noticed and went to
intervene, he had already
cleaned out the last vial.”
Immediately following the
impressive feat, Lindenmeyer removed his shirt
and belched before climbing atop the empty cooler
and declaring loudly, “I
will soon be the most powerful student on campus.
Pay your pittance now or
fall forever from my favor.”

Witnesses recalled that he
accepted offerings of Bear
Bucks before he strode out of
the tent.
Upon request of administration, researchers at Washington University’s School
of Medicine have begun to
examine whether Lindenmeyer’s claims are, in fact,
true. The trials are only in
the early stages, but the team
claims to already be making
startling discoveries, with
data showing that Mr. Lindenmeyer’s clever intuition
could have indeed granted
him vast powers.
Doctors on the research
team expressed concern
regarding the implications
of their findings. “I can’t believe this shit. We’re fucked,”
said team lead, Doug Henson. Lindenmeyer has since
vanished, but students have
been advised to exercise
caution and to report any
sightings of Lindenmeyer to
WUPD.
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Real footage of Lindenmeyer shot-gunning a saliva test. On his way to becomming the
most powerful student on campus, Lindenmeyer is proof that the valuable lesson of
how to shot gun (which he learned in his premier fraternity) has indeed served him
well.
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Obvious Serf Announces that They
Would Have Been a Lord in the
Middle Ages
In an astonishing lack of
self-awareness, a man most onlookers would have pegged for
a serf the instant they laid eyes
on his hunched demeanor and
glassy, vacant eyes, claimed
that he would have been a lord
in the Middle Ages.
Jonathan Morrington, a
38-year-old field laborer and
Renaissance Faire enthusiast,
astounded most coworkers
with his proclamation. “You
mean to tell me that this man
would have been a member of
the ruling class, swearing fealty
only to the king? He’s practically wearing a veil and wimple
for God’s sake!” said an irate
onlooker.
Listeners described the
horror of how, at first, they believed Morrington’s announce-

ment to be a bad joke (a testament to how he could not have
made it as a court jester either),
but when it became apparent
that Morrington believed the
controversial claim, they were
shocked and confused. “I mean,
this man is clearly illiterate,
he’d obviously be more at home
in a leper colony than a manor,”
remarked another at the scene.
Sources believe that Morrington’s mind must have been
muddled by his many Renaissance Faire trips, in which he
dressed as a lord and attempted
to impress the wenches with
his sizable sword (an attendee
has confirmed that this ploy
was unsuccessful). In a stroke
of good fortune for Morrington,
however, most agree that he
does resemble a lord in one

A fake ID saying you're 8 so
you can capitalize off those kids'
discounts at restaurants

way: a characteristic over-indulgence of mutton.

TOP 10...
Mounds at the
Cahokia Mounds
National Park

You really don't know what the Cahokia Mound National Park is?? You fucking uncultured swine.

10.
9.
pictured: Jonathan Morrington,
38, sporting a classic Serfstyle outift.

OPINIONS

8.
7.

Point: We didn't start the fire.

6.

Counter Point:

5.
4.
3.

Mound 1

My humps by the black eyed peas

The other one

The mound where I realized I love you,
Lisa please come back I still care about
you
The big one

Your mom’s

Charles Barkley

The furry mass grave

2.

The one pronounced “chuck- cock-ia”

1.

“The ones with an eerie resemblance to
my mother’s breasts” - Sigmund Freud
or something

Op-Ed: Op-Ed
Well, I’d have to think
about it some more. I mean,
if this were real, and I
weren’t just speaking hypothetically, then of course I’d
know. It’s important to consider the context, however,
as well as the various options from which to choose.
There are many different
forces at play, so I’m not
totally sure.

I know this may sound
kind of silly, but I do think it
is worth figuring out. I mean,
I don’t want to offend anyone.
Moreover, it is kind of difficult
to parse out the most important aspects, so I’m trying
to inform myself as much as
possible. Normally I’d know
for sure, but these are unusual
circumstances, so really, I’m
not that sure.

I need more time to consider the alternatives, but I’m
definitely getting closer. Especially given the current social
and political climate, it’s
crucial now more than ever
to get this right. I know it’s
tough, so I appreciate everyone’s willingness to engage
and listen. I’m still thinking
about it, so in that sense, I am
pretty sure.

In another sense,
though, I’m not that sure.
Weighing the pros and
cons really sheds light on
both the good and the bad,
so I’m trying to prioritize
what’s most important. If
you think about the arguments, you get a pretty
good understanding of
the various perspectives.
Unfortunately, this complicates things even more.

What I’m really getting
at more than anything else
is that I think so, but I’m
still not sure. I mean, who’s
to say? When you think
about it, it’s not that clear
of a choice. But when you
think about it some more,
the choice becomes a bit
more clear. I’m continuing
to weigh the options, but I’m
definitely leaning towards
one or the other, I think.

